I. INTRODUCTION
Application-layer overlay network is an effective way to deploy value-added services without the support from underlying networks. Numerous recent research results have shown its advantage in supporting multicasting [3] , Quality of Service (QoS) [4] [5] , resilient routing [6] , peer-to-peer file sharing [7] [8], etc. An overlay network is formed by a subset of underlying physical nodes. The connections between the overlay nodes are provided by overlay links (IP-layer paths), each of which is usually composed of one or more IP-layer links.
Efforts have also been devoted to propose a generic Overlay Service Network (OSN) to support a variety of overlay applications [9] [10] [11] . The main goal of OSN is to provide the common functionalities among application-specific overlays, such as overlay link performance monitoring, topology construction, overlay service composition, etc. It is believed that the service provided by OSN can effectively reduce each individual overlay's overhead and coordinate each overlay's unorganized activity. For facilitating QoS provisioning, an important functionality of OSNs is to efficiently track each overlay link's performance (delay or loss rate) between each pair of overlay nodes. Based on this information, an overlay network can implement its application-specific overlay-based service functions. To retrieve up-to-date overlay link performance, each node usually needs to continually monitor each of its adjacent overlay link's performance. As there could be an overlay link between each pair of overlay nodes, for an overlay network with n nodes, the total number of overlay links is n 2 . With the sizes of overlay networks become larger and larger, it is necessary to find a scalable solution to monitor all the overlay links' performance. In addition, as shown in [12] , different random measurement work has already incurred a lot of overhead on the Internet services. How to efficiently reduce the monitoring overhead without loss of monitoring accuracy is the main issue we try to solve in this paper.
We propose an overlay link monitoring technique called monitoring service overlay network (Monet). The basic service function of Monet is to timely and accurately respond to the performance query for any overlay link. Based on IP-layer path information and the concept of "X-Set", Monet uses a scalable distributed approach to monitor overlay link performance and share the information. In addition, it can automatically adapt to the dynamic IP-layer path changes. The simulation results based on a real intra-domain topology and the topologies generated by BRITE [13] have also shown that this technique can effectively reduce the monitoring overhead and deal with the dynamic IP-layer path change.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is introduced in Section II. In Section III, a formal definition of the Monet service provisioning problem is presented. In Section IV, we present the basic methods by which Monet can choose the necessary overlay links to monitor. The framework and detail operations of Monet are discussed in Section V. We present some analysis and simulation studies in Section VI and VII. We conclude this paper and present the future work in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, Internet measurement has been an active research field [12] . Extensive work has been dedicated to inferring per-link performance when limited information is available [14] [15] [16] . However, in overlay networks, we are interested in the performance of each overlay link (an IP-layer path) instead of each individual IP-layer link. Several work has been done to infer the distance between two arbitrary end hosts [17] [18] [19] [20] . However, their approaches are only applicable to estimate the approximate end-to-end distances (delay), which is different from our goal of providing accurate overlay link performance information.
In [21] , the authors use algebraic tools to compute the link distances that are not directly measured. Given some tracers and some direct path measurement results, the proposed method can infer some paths or path segments performance information. However, they do not deal with the selection of directly monitored links, sharing monitoring result and providing scalable monitoring service as needed in overlay network environment.
Chen et al [1] also use an algebraic method to show how to use minimal linearly independent k paths to represent all the n 2 paths' performance. Both this method and our Monet are based on the same underlying theory and achieve the similar goal: try to utilize IP-path information to reduce the overlay link monitoring overhead. However, the approach in [1] uses a centralized TOM to find directly monitored overlay links. Because of this, it can reduce more monitoring overhead than Monet. In contrast to the centralized approach used by [1] , Monet is a distributed approach which we believe is scalable to large overlay networks such as for OSNs. Furthermore, Monet can easily cope with dynamic IPlayer path changes and avoid single point failure.
Tang et al also propose approaches to decrease the number of directly monitored overlay links and track all the possible overlay links' performance [2] [22] . It has a centralized version and a distributed version. Their approaches are based on the assumption that an overlay link performance is approximately similar to the performance of its sub-segments, which can not provide accurate monitoring results.
IDMaps [23] is a global architecture which is designed to measure and disseminate performance information between any pair of IP prefixes in the Internet. It uses tspanner algorithm to select tracer-tracer overlay links. It does not consider the underlying topology and its goal is to estimate approximate values of the end-toend distances (delay). The goal of [9] is also to design a monitoring module for overlay networks. However, its focus is to measure overlay routing path performance. In addition, it is an on-demand approach which measures the overlay path performance based on users' request.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT OF MONET
To provide monitoring service to overlay applications, the first step for each overlay node is to independently choose the directly monitored overlay links incident to itself (constructing Monet topology) and continuously monitor the performance of these overlay links. To improve the scalability and applicability for large scale use, the resulting Monet topology should be a subset of the full mesh topology with as few number of overlay links as possible. However, each node should be able to retrieve the accurate performance of any incident overlay link in the original full mesh topology.
The Monet topology construction problem can be formalized as follows. Given an IP-layer topology G(V, E) and a set of overlay nodes V ∈ V , each overlay node independently chooses its set of directly monitored overlay links based on its own local information or by collaborating with other overlay nodes. These overlay links form the topology G'(V',E') of the Monet, in which each link in G' is an IP-layer path in G. Based on the resulting Monet topology, each overlay node continuously monitors its incident overlay links' performance. The links in the Monet topology are called directly monitored overlay links. In contrast, other links in the corresponding full mesh topology are called indirectly monitored overlay links, whose performance can be derived by the directly monitored results. That is, Monet can obtain any overlay link (IP path)'s performance connecting each pair of overlay nodes. In other words, we want to keep tracking the n * n possible overlay links' performance by using the least possible monitoring overhead (the least number of overlay links in Monet topology). Meantime, we also aim to minimizing and balancing monitoring overhead among the overlay nodes.
In this paper, we are interested in the following two performance metrics:
• Delay (D) is an additive metric. That is, if path AB is composed of two segments BC and CB, the delay relationship among them can be expressed as
• Loss Rate (L) is a multiplicative metric. That is, the loss rate relationship between path AB and its segments can be L(AB)
As we know, the loss rate (L) of a path can also be transformed into the additive expression of its sub-paths' loss rates. That is:
In this paper, we use Delay (D) metric as an example to explain how Monet constructs efficient topologies and provides monitoring service to overlay applications. In practice, this method can also be applied to loss rate case.
IV. CHOOSE OVERLAY LINKS FOR MONET TOPOLOGY
We assume that each overlay node in Monet can retrieve the IP-layer path information to all the other overlay nodes 1 . By collaborating with other overlay nodes and sharing information with each other, each node can independently determine its incident overlay links in the Monet topology. In this section, we will introduce the underlying theory based on which each overlay node can use to choose its set of directly monitored overlay links.
For each overlay node, if we map its paths to all the other overlay nodes onto the underlying IP topology, all the IP paths compose a tree with root as this node. We call this tree as its Source-based Routing Tree. Similarly, all the other overlay nodes' paths to an overlay node can compose this node's Destination-based Routing Tree.
A. On-Path Overlay Nodes
As each node has the IP-layer path information to all the other overlay nodes, if there is a situation as shown in Figure 1 
B. X-Set
The basic component of source-based routing tree (or destination-based routing tree) is a reverse "Y" shape. Table I . From the equations, we can see that each overlay link's performance is the combination of its sub-segments' performance. Using the similar theory in [1] , if there are linearly dependent equations within a set of overlay links' performance expressions, some of the overlay links can be removed from Monet topology without impacting the monitoring accuracy. The total number of overlay links these two nodes (A and B) need to directly monitor is the rank of this set of equations. The corresponding directly monitored overlay links are the linearly independent equations. For the equation sets in Figure 2 , it is easy to see that the equations in sets (a) and (b) can be decomposed into three equations, which means that the performance of the four overlay links in Figure 2 (a) and (b) can be retrieved by directly monitoring three overlay links. For example, if node A monitors the performance of AD, node B monitors the performance of BC and BD, A can obtain the performance of AC based on the Equation (2):
Definition 1: X-Set: For two overlay nodes, if their IP layer paths to the other two overlay nodes can be reduced to graph (a) or (b) in Figure 2 , the four overlay links form an X-Set. The four overlay links' performance can be obtained by only directly monitoring three of them. The other link's performance can be obtained using Equation 2. The basic requirements for two Ys to compose an XSet is that the two branching nodes of the two "Y"s overlap with each other such as node X in Figure 2 (a) and Y in (b). Based on this, two nodes can cooperate with each other to find X-Sets (the detail operation is described in the next section). As "Y"s are the basic components of source-based routing trees, finding X-Sets is the basic method for two overlay nodes to cooperate and decrease the total number of directly monitored overlay links. More complicated combinations of two nodes' source-based routing trees can be partitioned into multiple X-Sets based on which the total number of directly monitored overlay links in Monet can be decreased. For example, in the graph of Figure 3 , overlay node A and B need to track the performance of the 2m incident overlay links to the destination nodes (from D1 to Dm). The graph can be seen as the combination of m − 1 XSets ({A,B,D1,D2}, {A,B,D1,D3} ,..., {A,B,D1,Dm}). For the first X-Set, we only need to directly monitor three overlay links. For each of the rest m − 2 X-Sets, Monet only needs to directly monitor additional one overlay link to obtain the two overlay links' performance (as we have got the performance of A-D1 and B-D1). The total number of directly monitored overlay links is m+1 instead of 2m overlay links.
V. A FRAMEWORK OF MONITORING SERVICE
OVERLAY NETWORK (MONET) In this section, we will discuss the detail operations of Monet, mainly focusing on how the overlay nodes cooperate with each other to provide overlay link monitoring service.
A. Assumptions
Monet is based on the following assumptions:
• An IP-layer path change frequency is much less than the path's (overlay link's) performance (delay or loss rate) change.
• Each node can locate its IP-layer routing information to other overlay nodes, such as by querying other service modules or performing some activities like traceroute.
• Each node independently determines its incident overlay links in Monet topology and continuously monitors these overlay links' performance.
• Each overlay node will cooperate and share its monitoring results with a set of other overlay nodes. The Monet's monitoring service is a cooperative work among all the overlay nodes.
B. How does Monet work?
In Monet, each overlay node maintains an overlay monitoring table (OMT), which is an essential component to provide efficient overlay link monitoring services. There is an entry for each of the OMT owner's possible adjacent overlay links in the full mesh topology. Each OMT entry has three fields: DestID, MonitorBool, MethodList.The DestID is the address of the overlay link's destination node (the other end of the overlay link). The MonitorBool determines whether the current overlay node (the OMT owner) should directly monitor the performance of the corresponding overlay link or not. If not, the MethodList field includes the list of methods to obtain the link's performance and the maximal query hops for each of these methods. For example, as in Fig.1 and Fig.2(a) , A can use one of the two methods to obtain link AC' performance: D(AB)+D(BC) or A(AD)+D(BC)-D(BD). To achieve this, A needs to query one hop for BC's performance. It should be noticed that, for each indirectly monitored overlay link, an overlay node may have one or more methods to obtain the corresponding overlay link performance. In our simulation studies in Section VII, we assume that each node only maintains one method for each indirectly monitored overlay link.
The following example shows how an overlay node responds to an overlay link performance query. When a query arrives at node A for link AC performance, A first locates the corresponding entry for AC from its OMT. If the entry's MonitorBool is true, it can directly return the overlay link performance. Otherwise, it will obtain the methods from MethodList and try each of them to obtain the link performance. For example, based on method D(AB)+D(BC), besides checking the entry for AB, it also needs to send a query to B for link BC's performance. Or, based on D(AD)+D(BC)-D(BD), it will send a query to B for D(BC) and D(BD). If any performance query request returns, A can obtain the performance of overlay link AC. It is easy to see that a link performance query may take several query hops to return the performance. To balance the tradeoff between the query distance and query overhead, a node can try each of the methods (or a subset of them) in parallel or sequentially.
C. Find Directly Monitored Overlay Links
Besides an OMT, each overlay node also needs to maintain two other data structures: a list of Friend Nodes and the corresponding list of "Y"s for each Friend Node. To fill each OMT entry, the overlay nodes can take the following two steps.
First, each node independently identifies its list of "Y"s using Algorithm 1. The main idea of Algorithm 1 is to construct source based routing tree, based on which a node can locate the branching nodes and "Y"s.
Algorithm 1 Finding "Y"s
Initialize "Y"s set as Y-Set = {}; // each element is a 3-tuple, destination A, B and the branching node BN AB .
Retrieve the paths to each other overlay nodes. Construct its source routing tree, in which each overlay node is a leaf of the tree.
For each pair of the overlay nodes, A and B.
Retrieve the branching node BN AB (the furthest common node on the paths from source node to A and B) in the source routing tree.
If BN AB is not the source overlay node, Put the 3-tuple (A, B, BN AB ) into Y-Set.
Based on the IP paths to other overlay nodes, a node can also find the possible scenarios as described in Equation (1) . In addition, a node can also choose a set of overlay nodes as Friend nodes, with which the node will share overlay links' monitoring results and perform collaborative monitoring. The selection of friend nodes is based on the IP-layer path distance because the closer the two nodes are, there is higher chance that their incident overlay links will compose X-Sets.
In the second step, an overlay node will exchange its list of "Y"s information with the selected Friend Nodes. At the same time, based on the "Y" information from its friend nodes, it can easily identify the X-Sets by comparing the common branching nodes of the two "Y"s for any two destination nodes. To balance the directly monitoring overhead among the overlay nodes and avoid the complicated negotiation procedure, an overlay node uses Algorithm 2 to select its directly monitored overlay links.
The input to Algorithm 2 is an X-Set with source nodes as A, B and destination nodes as C, D. The main idea is based on the four nodes' ID values. It is easily to find the probability of (ID Y < ID Y ) and (ID Y < S * 1/(2 1/2 ) is 1/2 and the probability of (ID A < ID B ) and (ID B < S * 1/(2 1/2 ) is also 1/2. Considering both case 1 and case 3, for the probability of 1/2, node 
D. Dealing with Dynamic Network Condition
In Monet, each node periodically (much less frequently than link performance probing) performs traceroute or other methods to obtain the IP-layer path information. If a node realizes that an IP-layer path to the other node changes, it will check whether there is any change in its set of "Y"s. If necessary, it will update some overlay links' monitoring methods. In addition, it will also send the "Y" update information to its friend nodes, which in turn may need to update their OMTs. The procedure of updating OMT entries is similar as adding OMT entries as discussed above.
Similarly, when an overlay node joins an existing overlay network, it first retrieves the IP-path information to other overlay nodes and chooses its friend nodes. After finding its "Y"s in its source routing tree and receiving "Y" information from its friend nodes, it can begin to find "X-Set" and fill its OMT entries one-by-one. If an overlay node needs to update its friend nodes set, it can also take similar steps.
In some cases, overlay nodes may not be able to retrieve the complete IP path information. For example, an IP path traceroute result could be like "69.110.237.117, *, 171.66.1.17, 171.67.255.249, *, *, 171.66.7.234". As the X-Set technique in Monet is based on the overlapping of two "Y"s' branching nodes, the incomplete path information will only affect the number of "Y"s each overlay node can find. It may result in the increase in the number of directly monitored overlay links. However, it will not affect the correctness and normal operations of Monet.
In summary, in Monet, each overlay node independently (by exchanging information with a selected set of friend nodes) chooses the methods to track the overlay links' performance by directly monitoring or indirectly monitoring. Using the proposed techniques, Monet can effectively decrease the number (cost) of directly monitored overlay links without affecting the monitoring accuracy. In addition, it can quickly handle the IP-layer topology (or path) changes and dynamic overlay network membership. We believe that the above distributed approach meets our design goal of Monet without introducing a central point failure.
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the Monet's performance of using "X-Set" to decrease the overlay link performance monitoring overhead in terms of Average Number of Links in Monet Topology (or average number of directly monitored overlay links) and Overlay Link Performance Query Hops. As the practical performance is determined by the underlying IP topology and the composition of overlay networks, our analysis is based on some ideal assumptions. Figure 4 shows the two different combinations of XSets. In Figure 4 X-Sets as shown in the graph. We are going to estimate on average how many overlay links X1 needs to directly monitor to obtain all the overlay links' performance(X1-Y1, X1-Y2,..,X1-Yn). Firstly, X1, X2, Y1 and Y2 compose the first X-Set; the total number of directly monitored overlay links (for both X1 and X2) is 3. After this, if X1 and X2 want to monitor the overlay links to one additional node (such as the overlay links to Y3, X1-Y3 and X2-Y3), they only need to directly monitor one more link to obtain two links' performance (X1-Y3 or X2-Y3). If another node (such as X3) wants to monitor the overlay links' performance to Y1 and Y2 (X3-Y1 and X3-Y2), it only needs to directly monitor additional one overlay link (X3-Y1 or X3-Y2). As a result, in order for all the nodes (X1,X2,...,Xm) to obtain the overlay links' performance to all the destination nodes (Y1,Y2,...,Yn), the total number overlay links X1...Xm need to directly monitor is: m + n − 1. On average, for each overlay link, each node needs to have
A. Number of Overlay Links in Monet Topology
mn incident overlay links in the Monet topology (average per node and per link directly monitoring cost) to obtain all the overlay link's performance.
As mentioned above, each overlay node's routing paths to other overlay nodes can be mapped to a source based routing tree rooted at itself. Without loss of generality, we assume that all the overlay nodes located at the leaf nodes of other nodes' source routing trees. Assume the total of n nodes are in the Monet and the average branching degrees in the routing tree is k. The average height of the tree is h = log n k . For a routing tree, it has different levels of sub-trees: level 0 sub-tree is itself; level 1 sub-trees are the sub-trees that rooted at the root's children nodes;...;level h sub-trees are those leaf nodes.
Consider an overlay link (an IP layer path) connecting any two overlay nodes, such as A-B. We are going to analyze the total number of X-Sets that A-B belongs to and the total directly monitoring cost. Using this information, we can obtain the average directly monitoring cost for an overlay link. As we know, link A-B appears in two routing trees with root as A (A's source routing tree) and B (B's destination routing tree) respectively (the scenario is similar as Figure 4 (b) 2 ). The level 1 sub-tree (the one which A is in) of B's destination routing tree and node B compose an X-Set Union (multiple X-Sets) with source nodes as all the nodes in the sub-tree and destination node as B 3 . Similarly, the level 2 sub-tree (the one which A is in) of B's destination-based routing tree and the level h−1 subtree of A's source routing tree (the one B is in) also form an X-Set Union with source node as the nodes in the level 2 sub-tree and destination as the nodes in the level h-1 sub-tree.... At last, node A and A's level 1 subtree (the one which B is in) compose an XSet Union with source node as node A and destination nodes as the nodes in the subtree. All these above XSet unions will share the cost of monitoring overlay link A-B's performance.
For these X-Set Unions, the first X-Set Union's monitoring cost is k h−1 by which we can obtain k h−1 overlay links' performance. The additional directly monitoring cost for the second X-Set Union is a node's directly monitoring cost of the links to all the new destination nodes: k 1 − 1, by which we can obtain the performance of additional k h−2 * k overlay links. Similarly, the third X-Set Union's cost is k 2 −k 1 by which we can obtain the performance of additional k h−3 * k 2 overlay links .... The last one's additional cost is k h−1 − k h−2 by which we can obtain the performance of additional 1 * k h−1 overlay links. Considering all the X-set Unions, the total directly monitoring cost is k h−1 −1. The total number of overlay links' performance we can obtain is (h − 1) * k h−1 . As a result, the average per overlay link (such as for A-B) monitoring cost is:
As other overlay links (except A-B) in the two routing trees may further compose X-Sets with the overlay links outside of the two routing trees, the monitoring cost may be further shared by other overlay links. As a result, 1 log n k − k log n k * n is the upper bound of the directly monitoring cost for each overlay link. We can see the cost is inversely proportional to the average height of the source-based routing trees. Given a fixed number of overlay nodes, the smaller value of the average degree is in the routing tree, the lower monitoring cost each overlay link incurs (less directly monitored overlay links in the Monet topology).
The above analysis is based on a regular topology and ideal theoretical assumptions. As shown in [24] , [25] , the real Internet topology follows the power laws and can be categorized into different tiers. In this kind of topologies, the nodes in lower tier ASes (Autonomous Systems) will take similar paths (usually passing the core ASes) to destinations. There is higher chances that XSet will exist between physically neighboring overlay nodes. That means that there is higher possibility that the number of directly monitored overlay links will be reduced.
B. Overlay Link performance Query Hops
Each node of Monet will not directly monitor all the possible adjacent overlay links, when an overlay link performance query arrives, it may need to query other overlay nodes (which may repeat the similar work) to infer the requested link performance. We use Link Performance Query Hops to evaluate the average query distance to fulfill each overlay link performance query. As shown above, the average directly monitoring cost of each overlay link is about . An example of an overlay link performance query processing procedure is shown in Figure 5 . Suppose a query arrives at node 1, node 1 has probability of 1 log n k to respond to the query without querying other overlay nodes. Otherwise, it will forward the request to the next node (such as node 2) based on its OMT. Node 2 will then repeat the same procedure: either returns the query result to node 1 with probability of 1 log n k or sends another query based on its OMT to node 3 ...
As a result, the average query hops can be expressed as:
In some extreme cases, an overlay link performance query may traverse very long distance to return the result.
To reduce the response time, the source overlay node can directly set up an overlay link in the OMT topology so that it can directly monitor this overlay link. However, we do not expect this case to happen frequently.
In above analysis, we assume that each overlay node chooses an ideal set of friend nodes to exchange "Y"s information and shares monitoring results and cost. In reality, the two above metrics' performance (mainly the value of k) depends on not only the underlying topology, the distribution of overlay nodes, but also the ratio of size of overlay nodes to the size of the underlying IP-layer topology.
VII. SIMULATION STUDY AND DISCUSSION
We implement Monet in our simulator and perform extensive simulations to study its performance. The simulations are based on an real ISP topology (an intradomain topology) (Intra604) taken from Rocketfuel [26] and three topologies generated by BRITE [13] . Intra604 has 604 nodes and 4547 directed links, with the average in/out degree as 7.5. For the other three topologies, the first one (W1000) is a router-level Waxman [27] topology with 1000 nodes. The other two (H1000 and H5000) are two 2-layer hierarchical topologies (the lower level is based on Waxman model and the higher level is Barabasi-Albert model.) with 1000 and 5000 nodes respectively. For the topologies generated by BRITE, each node is adjacent on average to two undirected links, which leads to the average in/out degree of 4.0. The IP layer routing protocol used in simulation is the shortest path based routing. We mainly focus on the following performance metrics: average query hops for indirectly monitored overlay links, average overlay link monitoring overhead, monitoring overhead balancing results, and OMT table updates under dynamic IP-layer change.
During the simulation, we choose various sizes of overlay networks, which are between 1/20 and 1/5 (with 50, 100, 200 and 500 nodes respectively) of the corresponding IP-layer network size. For each simulation, the overlay nodes are attached to randomly selected IP-layer nodes. The number of friend nodes each overlay node is set as 4, 6, 8, 10 or 15 respectively. For each simulation scenario, we run the simulation for 100 times, from which we obtain the average result for each simulated value.
A. Monitoring Overhead
We use Monitoring Overhead Ratio (MOR) to evaluate Monet's performance in decreasing each overlay node's monitoring overhead to provide constant overlay link 
As mentioned earlier, the directly monitored overlay link means that the overlay node keeps sending probing traffic to monitor the overlay link's performance. For indirectly monitored links, the node can query other overlay nodes and use proposed methods to retrieve the performance without actually sending any probing traffic. It is easy to see that the smaller value of MOR means that Monet can provide better performance in terms of decreasing the monitoring overhead. Figure 6 to Figure 7 show the average MOR for various sizes of overlay network and numbers of friend nodes on top of the different IP-layer topologies. From the simulation results, we can easily observe that the increase in the number of friend nodes will decrease the average MOR, which means the overlay link monitoring overhead will be decreased. This is because each node has higher chance to find X-Sets with its neighbors in this situation. However, as we mentioned above, the "Y" information needs to be shared between friend nodes. The larger size of friend nodes means that higher traffic exchanges during dynamic IP-layer path changes. When considering different sizes of overlay networks on the same underlying IP-layer topology, we can observe that Monet's performance differentiates a lot. The larger size of an overlay network is, the less average MOR on the overlay nodes. This is because each node can have more candidate nodes to choose as friend nodes. This will result in more number of "X-Set"s, which means that the number of the directly monitored overlay links can be potentially decreased.
B. Average Query Hops
For indirectly monitored overlay links, when an overlay link performance query at an overlay node, it usually needs to query other overlay nodes and respond with the performance information. The number of query hops determines the response delay as well as the accuracy of the performance value. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the average number of query hops for all the indirectly monitored overlay links. From the simulation results, we can observe the average query hops are all below 2.0 for the various simulated scenario setups. Comparing the performance in Figure 8 and Figure 9 , the average query hops in Figure 8 (between 1.5 and 2.0) is comparatively higher than Figure 9 (between 1.0 and 1.5). This is because the two IP topologies are comparatively smaller, which means higher possibility of finding XSets. Considering together with the simulation results of the average MOR and average query hops, we can conclude that lower MOR usually is correlated to longer query hops which confirms to the previous analysis results. In addition, we can observe that the increase in the number of friend nodes only slightly affects the average query hops.
C. Balancing the Monitoring Overhead
Monet also uses a method to balance the overlay link monitoring overhead among all the overlay nodes as described in Algorithm 2. For comparison, we also consider another no-load-balancing monitoring overhead distribution method: if A and B (assume ID A < ID B ) find the overlay links connecting to X and Y (assume ID X < ID Y ) form an X-Set, A will always indirectly monitor overlay link AX's performance based on the values of other three links. It should be noticed that both of these two methods can make sure that the two overlay nodes (A and B) can share the monitoring overhead and collaborate without complicated negotiation and message exchanges. We use Intra604 topology as an example to investigate the load balancing performance. After restricting the overlay network size as 100, we take the number of friend nodes as 4 and 8. The resulting monitoring load distribution is shown in Figure 10 (a) and Figure 10 (b) respectively. In these two figures, the x-axis values are the different bins of MOR value while the y-axis shows the numbers of overlay nodes within the corresponding bins. From the figures, we can see that Algorithm 2 can effectively balance the overhead among nodes, in which there are more nodes located the bins whose value are close to the average MOR. In contrast, when there is no such load balancing function, some nodes have very high monitoring overhead while some nodes are lightly loaded.
D. Effect of IP-layer Path Change
The operation of Monet is based on the IP-layer path information. If there is an IP-layer path change in the overlay links, some X-Sets will be added or deleted, which will result in the updates of OMT table. In this section, we use Intra604 as an example to investigate the effect of IP-layer path changes. During this experiment, we first randomly form an overlay network with size 50 or 100. After this, each node runs the Monet to set up its OMT table. After the system stabilized, we randomly fail some IP-layer links without loss of the IPlayer connectivity. After this, the affected OMT entries will the refilled by Monet. The relationships between IP-layer, overlay layer, number of "Y" changes as well as the OMT table updates are shown in Table II . From the results, we can observe that, the increase in the IP-layer link failure ratio will increase the number of changes in the overlay links' IP-layer paths. It is also easy to understand that when the average number of each node's friend nodes is enlarged, the affected number of X-Sets (added or deleted) also will be enlarged. This will result in larger number of OMT table updates. The OMT updates include the changes between directly overlay link monitoring and indirectly monitoring, or as well as the changes between different indirectly monitoring methods. However, even under comparatively higher IPlayer path failure ratio (0.001 or 0.002), the average number of OMT updates is very small, less than 0.5 entry per node. This is because even there are a lot of overlay link IP-layer paths change, the new paths will most time take the similar paths to bypass the failure links. As a result, even the locations of X-Set branching nodes change, the composition and the number of X-Sets will more or less maintain stable.
VIII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Overlay networks have been proposed to provide services to a variety of value-added application-specific overlays. As an important module of overlay networks, it is necessary to monitor the up-to-date overlay link performance (loss rate and delay) between each pair of overlay nodes. In this paper, we proposed a framework called Monet to efficiently monitor and provide accurate overlay link performance information. The important mission of Monet is to reduce the monitoring cost while maintaining monitoring accuracy. In addition, it is a distributed approach which can evenly distribute the path monitoring overhead and easily deal with the IP-layer path change. We also present some analysis and simulation results in terms of monitoring overhead reduction, link performance query hops, overhead load balancing, etc.
